The Nautilus Gears of Dr. Tiberius Hess

The Mystery Solved
Clue Set One

In the diagram below, calculate the length of the diagonal AD. Place the digits in J and L.
Clue Set Two

Clue #1
A touch of thunder may help those who seek to fill the circle of this magic square.
Place the digits of the answer in H and E.

Clue #2
Below these numbers name the masons, their journeys, just beginning.
From strife and harm, with babas in arms, more armed against than armed.
Convert the Roman characters to digits.

Clue #3
Sum the atomic numbers of these three elements.
Place the answer in B, K, and G.

Clue #4
A mouse of steel in a half-ruined cell.
I speak of birth and resurrection.
A chequered edge and rotting nails
At a meeting of streets on a block renewed.

Clue #5
Shakespeare
The number of the sonnet that contains this line.
"And Time that gase, doth now his gift confound!"
Place the answer in E and F.

Additional Note:
Rassler, use the ciphers you've uncovered to take you to a new destination. I ask you do that by subtracting them from the coordinates of the standing stones.
You will find yourself as I did, near a plaque. Betcha the left or right of seven. Use the three English words beneath E539 to reveal the meaning of this cipher.

Lium Station on James St. N 1930
Clue #1
Find the move for white that will not result in the immediate checkmate of the black King. Note the space the piece moves into as L.
Place the digits 2 in H and E.

Clue #2
My prompt lets bright Halo cast the time
At Angel's Creek and Fosairi, birth nearby.
A clock I read by my name with a gander for a student named.
Subtract the last digit of my bandits
Untangled from the last two digits of my longitude. Was it described.
Place the two digits in G and I.

Clue #3
The Asymmetrical arrangement of this melody contains a letter, find its numeric spot in the alphabet A to G.
C = 7 + 15 = 22

Clue #4
Of the variables numbers are the smallest
Tote them in my first two digits, and guess solution wins.
Place the answer in J and L.

Clue #5
Hard marks on the ground by playground
I André a race on flag brand contender per 6 months sped marks the ground beside me.
And marked me too, all those prices race is clear.
Add 95 to the number out this me.
Place the answer in K and F.

Reader, was the offsets you've uncovered to tell you to a new destination. I ask you do that by subtracting them from the coordinates of the place of power.
You will find yourself, as I did, near a hinting place that speaks of manufacturing. Use the first word in the company name here and combine it with the last name of the owner of the firm that on this spot cast Kester's engine. Use the words to decode the hint:
6/18/19 SMITHCARE

This answer will place in your bundle two digits that will help you to my mantle gears' place of installment.
Orangell
Clue Set Four

Clue #1
The number of letters Blair McFarlane scratched into the wall beside his father's pumphouse desk. Place the digit in L 6

Clue #2
Local Historical Notes

Clue #3
A piece of the azia chairness (B.M.F. B.W.W.)

Clue #4
I am a selection of my true words, two centuries past when Bishopric's daughter birthed her monster.
Place the four digits in B.C.E. cash F.

Clue #5
The number of the page in the 1858 Shepard's City of Hamilton Directory that first mentions: "Clocks, China and Glass ware Dealers".
Place the answer in K 7

Reader, use the efforts you've uncovered to take you to a new destination. And do so by subtracting the fourth digit from the coordinates of the place of manufacturing.

You will find yourself, as I did, where once a bond commanded a meaning. Use the five words of the Earthline on the fountain for a fallen hero to decode this cipher:

Onward!
Clue Set Six - Endgame

Clue Set Six

Clue #1
For 50 years my walls of glass glistened like a pearl. Unseen.
The newspaper held within nestled not being gazed.
Now to answer, my tone be laid.
Though the bard of Time he could not stay.
Place the year of my building, plus M in D, E, and F:
1860 + 51 = 1911

Clue #2
A passage in a sacred book measures a day in years.
A page sequentially for angles, beyond the veil of stars.
To the 5-digit chapter and were odd 21 and place in C, D and K.
704 x 32 = 725

Clue #3
The number of dates on a clock where.
Add 20.
Place the two digits in B and J:
2933 781

Clue #4
I am a doctor's office unopened from my land,
and now preserved, my purpose served.
It's a Valley Town I stand.
Take the year I was built and subtract 1796.
Place the number in A and L:
1948

Reader, see if the clues you've answered to take you to a new destination, I wish you do that.
By subtracting the latitude offset from the place of the dynamic. Next, add the longitude to that of the same location.
You will find yourself as if I did, at a place of seamless. Use the regional 7-digit names of the four-winged wanderer there to solve this riddle:

SUFRINGECUFIKLENE
The answer will be in your hands the last two digits that will guide you to my final clue: place of concealment.

The Endgame
Congratulations. You now have 12 digits from each clue set. Place the first and second digits from each clue in the indicated spaces below. At the location have 1 placing number given. Your quest is at an end. Next will.

294392

Location of game is:
43.238439 2
- 70.904198

Stain a paper is an outline of the location

The Crystal Palace built in 1850, was located in Victoria Park.

The angel and the Spirit will ascend, in him during 2 days. The Lord said, he is fully thousand years.

Genesis 70:4

Artful in the

Doctor office, now part of

Paulus Massacre House.

Built 1848.